
 

 
Abstract—Ginzburg-Landau theories and Topological Phase 

Transition theories are developed in the different theoretical 
frameworks remarked as effective theories for different types of 
phase transitions, such as symmetry breaking and continuous 
phase transitions. Our framework based on Nonlinear Lorentz 
Transformation demonstrates nonlinear to linear degeneracy 
and continuum to discreteness transition, therefore motivate us 
to extend for the unification of the existing theories. 
 

Index Terms—Blaschke, Conjugate Symmetry, Lorentz, 
Nonlinear, Relativity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ecently theories and applications of topological order 
have attracted significant attentions in the areas of 
condensed-matter physics as well as in other branches of 

mathematics and physics. This long-range quantum 
entanglement is currently recognized as a mechanism, which 
is neither spontaneous symmetry breaking, nor related to 
traditional theories, such as order-parameter phase transitions 
and quasi-particle in Ginzburg-Landau theory [1]. Current 
efforts are toward to establish models for unifying both 
gapped and gapless states. A more general and perspective 
mathematical framework is definitely expected for unifying 
these topological theories [2] with the traditional ones. 
 
Fundamentally the efforts on unification of topological order 
and traditional unification will certainly encounter the 
development of mechanisms for the transitions of the 
continuous bulk states and the discrete edge states, i.e., the 
bulk-edge correspondence. We are hereby motivated to 
further extend a mathematical construction, which 
demonstrates parameter-dependant topological transitions 
from continuous sets to discrete sets in the momentum space. 
The construction is based on a global function in the form of 
extended Blaschke functions [3] and equations, which 
represent a nonlinear extension of Lorentz transformation. In 
addition, we include a local function in the form of a phase 
evolution, exp(-iψ). This construction establishes a 
normalized momentum space – the complex plane. A point 
on the complex plane represents a normalized state of particle 
momentum observed from a reference frame in the theory of 
special relativity. The construction includes an internal 
energy structure for a particle in the ensemble, and mainly 
intends to approach the N-body problem using nonlinearity 
instead of perturbation [4-10]. 
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Based on the observations of numerical analysis on the 
constructed meromorphic functions, we classify three types 
of parameter-depended topological transitions in conjunction 
with normalized momentum. The first type is analogue to the 
order-parameter phase transition, while the second and third 
types are related to the continuous phase transitions. These 
types show topological degeneracy and transitions in 
conjunction with genus of a toroidal system with fractal 
structures. Vortex structures at fraction-valued points on the 
complex plane are also observed. The richness of the 
observed structures manifests the construction as initially a 
potential mathematical framework for theoretical unification 
of topological order and traditional statistical theories. 
 

II. CONSTRUCTION OF FUNCTIONS AND EQUATIONS 

A. Functions and Equations 

Given two inertial frames with different velocities, u and v, 
the observed velocity, u’, from v-frame is as follows: 

 
u’  =  ( u - v ) / ( 1 - vu/c2 )                                         (1) 
 
We set c2 = 1 and the multiply a phase connection, 

exp(iψ(u)), to the normalized complex form of the equation 
(1) based on the concept of gauge transformation as follows: 

 
(u’/u) = exp(iψ(u))(1/u)[(u-v)/(1-uv)]         (2) 
 
We hereby define a generalized complex function under 

consideration of phase connection, exp(iψ(u)) as follows: 
 
fB,(z,m)= z-1

 Π
mCi                 (3) 

 
And Ci has the following forms:  
 
Ci = exp(gi(z))[(ai-z)/( 1-āiz)]            (4) 
 
Where z is a complex variable representing the velocity u, 

ai is a parameter representing velocity v, āi is the complex 
conjugate of a complex number ai and m is an integer. The 
term gi(z) is a complex function assigned to Σp2pπiz with p as 
an integer. The degree of fB(z,m) = P(z)/Q(z) is defined as 
Max{deg P, deg Q}. 

 
The function fB is called an extended Blaschke function 

(EBF) [3]. The extended Blaschke equation (EBE) is defined 
as follows: 

 
fB(z,m) – z = 0                (5) 
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B. Original and Mapped Domains 

A domain can be the entire complex plane, C∞, or a set of 
complex numbers, such as z = x+yi, with (x2 +y2)1/2 � R, and 
R is a real number. For solving the EBE and ELE, a function f 
will be iterated as:  
 

f 
n
(z) = f ◦ f 

n-1
(z),              (6) 

 
Where n is a positive integer indicating the number of 

iteration. The function operates on a domain, called original 
domain. The set of f 

n
(z) is called mapped domain. In the 

figures, the regions in black color represent stable Fatou sets 
containing the convergent points of the concerned equations 
and the white (i.e., blank) regions correspond to Julia sets, the 
complementary sets of Fatou sets on C∞. 

 

C. Parameter Space 

In order to characterize the original and the mapped 
domains, we define a set of parameters called parameter 
space. The parameter space includes six parameters: 1) z, 2) a, 
3) exp(gi(z)), 4) m, 5) iteration, and 6) degree. In the context 
of this paper we use the set {z, a, exp(gi(z)), m, iteration, 
degree} to represent this parameter space. For example, {a}, 
is one of the subsets of the parameter space. 

 

D. Conformal Mapping and Fractal 

On the complex plane, the convergent domains of the 
functions form fractal patterns of with limited-layered 
structures, which demonstrate skip-symmetry, symmetry 
broken, chaos, and degeneracy in conjunction with parameter 
space [7]. 
 
Figure 1(a) and 1(b) show the original and the mapped 
domains of fB(z,m) of 11th degree respectively. Both domains 
are at scale of 1010. This Figure shows a conformal mapping 
from the original domain to the mapped domain. 
 

 
(a) Original Domain    (b) Mapped Domain 

 
Fig. 1 (a) Original Domain and (b) Mapped domain of fB(z,10). 

 
Figure 2 shows two types of fractal patterns of original 

domains. These patterns are plots at different scales. In order 
to demonstrate these figures, we intend to reverse the color 
tone of Fatou and Julia sets. 
 

Conformal mapping and fractal patterns directly verify that 
the numerical results are not created from embedded 
algorithms in the computer architecture. 

 
Fig. 2 Fractal Patterns of the Original Domains. 

 

III. NONLINEAR TO LINEAR DEGENERACY 

Figure 3 shows the Fatou sets of original domains with 
different degrees and values of parameter {a}. Figure 3 (a) 
through (d) show that the Fatou sets are quite topologically 
different for different degrees, from fB(z,1), the linear 
equation to fB(z,4). When the value of {a} increases from 0.1 
to 0.8, The Fatou sets show topologically similar with minor 
variations as shown from  fB(z,1), the linear equation to fB(z,4) 
or even at higher degrees as in Figure 3 (e) through (h). We 
call this phenomenon as nonlinear-to-linear degeneracy. 
 

 
(a) fB(z,1), a=0.1  (b) fB(z,2), a=0.1  (c) fB(z,3), a=0.1  (d) fB(z,4), a = 0.1 

 
(e) fB(z,1), a=0.8  (f) fB(z,2, a=0.8   (g) fB(z,3), a=0.8   (h) fB(z,4), a = 0.8 

 
Figure 3 Original Domains of fB(z,1), fB(z,1), fB(z,1), and fB(z,1) with 

values of {a} at 0.1 and 0.8 respectively. 

 

IV. CONTINUUM-TO-DISCRETENESS TRANSITION 

When the value of {a} approaches further to unity, the 
topological patterns of Fatou sets in original domains 
demonstrate an abrupt or quantum-type transition from 
connected sets to discrete sets. The discrete sets show 
Cantor-like pattern when mapping onto real axes on the 
complex plane, nevertheless, these sets are not Cantor sets by 
definition. 
 

The transition of EBF occurs between a = 1 – 10-16 and a = 
1 – 10-17. Figure 4 shows this type of topological transition. 
Figure 4(a) through 4(d) shows the nonlinear-to-linear 
degeneracy, and 4(e) shows the Cantor-like pattern at all 
degrees once the transition occurs. Here, we define Δ= 1- a. 
Figure 5 shows another discreteness-to-continuum transition 
around a pole in original domains based on the parameter 
{degree}.  
 

Figure 6 shows continuum-to-discreteness transitions in 
mapped domain based on the parameter {iteration}. These 
transitions demonstrate a fabric tori structure of EBF.  
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(a) fB(z,1)   (b) fB(z,2)   (c) fB(z,3)   (d) fB(z,10) 

All with Δ= 10-16 

      
(e) fB(z,m),Δ= 10-17 

Figure 4 Connected sets transit to discrete Cantor-like sets for all fB(z,m) at
Δ= 10-17 in original domain. 

 
 

    
 
Figure 5 Discreteness to continuum transitions around a pole of EBF as value 

{degree} increases in original domain. 
 
 

       
   
Figure 6 Continuum to discreteness transitions as value {iteration} increases 

in mapped domain. 

 
 

V. CONJUGATE SYMMETRY 

Figure 7 shows a mapping from the convergent Fatou sets 
of the original domain to the mapped domain. We examine 
the plots of three different values: absolute, real, and 
imaginary on the complex plane. The plots of absolute and 
real values show a modular pattern with 90 degree rotation. 
These sets are symmetrical to the y-axis, comparing to the 
x-axis symmetry of the Fatou sets of original domain. 
However, the plots of imaginary values demonstrate 
conjugate symmetry to the y-axis. Figure 8 further shows this 
special feature with different values of {a}.  

  
Figure 7 Original Domain 

 
  Using the color bar (with z = 0 at center of the bar) on the 
right side of individual figures in Figure 8, we observe the 
relationship of z(-x, y) = -z(x, y) , as so-called conjugate 
symmetry. 
 

 
Figure 8 Three patterns of conjugate symmetry at different values of {a}. 

 

VI. TYPE I PHASE TRANSITION 

Figure 9 shows a set of progressive plot of absolute values 
of f20 as value of {a} increases. This transformation manifests 
an abrupt transition from one fractal pattern to the other 
pattern. 
 

 
Figure 9 Plots of absolute values of f20 as value of {a} increases. 

 
Figure 10 shows the plots of real values corresponding to 
those in the Figure 9. Comparing to the transformation of the 
plots of the absolute values, the plots of real values show 
constant without transitions. 
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Figure 10 Plots of real values of f20 as value of {a} increases. 

 
Figure 11 shows the plots of imaginary values corresponding 
to those in the Figure 9. These plots are directly related to the 
corresponding absolute ones individually. 
 

  
Figure 11 Plots of imaginary values of f20 as value of {a} increases. 

 
The values of {a} in Type I phase transition are in the range 
of nonlinear-to-linear transition zone as shown in Figure 3. 
The plots of both absolute and real values maintain symmetry, 
while the plots of imaginary values show symmetry breaking. 

VII. TYPE II  PHASE TRANSITION 

Figure 12 shows the set of progressive plot of absolute 
values of f10 as value of {a} decreases toward value of 0.  
 

  
Figure 12 Plots of absolute values of f10 as value of {a} decreases. 

 
 Figure 13 shows the plots of real values corresponding to 
those in the Figure 12. The patterns show symmetry to the 
y-axis initially (top-left) and become symmetrical broken 
locally (bottom-right). Figure 14 shows the plots of 
imaginary values corresponding to those in the Figure 12. 
The patterns show conjugate symmetry to y-axis. As the {a} 
decreases, the symmetry is broken. However, symmetry 
breaking and conjugate-symmetry breaking occur at different 
value of {a}. 

 
Figure 13 Plots of real values of f10 as value of {a} decreases 

 

 
Figure 14 Plots of imaginary values of f10 as value of {a} decreases 

 
 In addition to the symmetry breaking, we also observe that 
the imaginary values, which are originally in conjugate 
symmetry, then become the regions with same imaginary 
value (i.e., same color), namely, in the same phase. 

VIII. TYPE III PHASE TRANSITION 

Figure 15 shows the set of plot of absolute values of f as 
value of {iteration} increases as the value of {a} decreases 
further. The absolute values, which we propose to be related 
to the free energy of Ginzburg-Landau theory, are constant to 
the increase of value of {iteration} as well as the value of {a}. 
 

   
Figure 15 Plots of absolute values of f  as value of {iteration} increases. 

 
Figure 16 shows the plots of real values corresponding to 

those in the Figure 15. The patterns show symmetry breaking. 
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In addition, there is a transformation to more complicated 
patterns of quadrant and higher degree of symmetry. Figure 
17 shows the plots of imaginary values corresponding to 
those in the Figure 15.  

   
Figure 16 Plots of real values of f  as value of {iteration} increases. 

 

    
Figure 17 Plots of imaginary values of f  as value of {iteration} increases. 

 
Figure 18 further shows that when further decreasing values 
of {a} and increasing values of {iteration}. The imaginary 
values further converge to the same value, while the real 
values maintain comparable contrast of adjacent sets. 
 

 
Figure 18 Plots of real values (top row) and imaginary values (bottom row) as 

values of {a} further approaching to zero. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Our framework provides an additional dimension, phase, 
which is represented by the imaginary part of the normalized 
complex momentum. Based on nonlinearity of extended 
Blaschke function (EBF), which representing nonlinear 
Lorentz transformation, we observe that the topological 

transitions, such as nonlinear to linear degeneracy and 
continuum to discreteness transitions of the dynamically 
converged fractal sets, i.e., Fatou sets. 

Further, we observed two categories of phase transitions, 
which correspond to the first order, second order, and 
topological order phase transitions in the conventional 
classification. The Type I phase transition as classified in this 
paper, we observe that the absolute values of converged sets 
transform from one form of symmetry to the second form. In 
the process of transition, the real values maintain constant, 
while the imaginary values (i.e., phase) is directly correlated 
to the absolute values although the Fatou sets of absolute 
values demonstrate y-axis symmetry, while the Fatou sets of 
imaginary values demonstrate y-axis conjugate symmetry. 
Hereby, we relate the absolute values of complex momentum 
to the free energy in the conventional theories. 

 
The Type II and Type III phase transitions have Fatou sets 

with constant absolute values, while real values with y-axis 
symmetry and imaginary values with y-axis conjugate 
symmetry are coupled to demonstrate symmetry breaking. 
Further, the Type III demonstrates that the symmetry 
becomes high-degreed or fractional when the value of the 
normalized complex momentum approaches to zero. 

 
This theoretical framework based on the concept of 

nonlinear relativity demonstrates the potential unification of 
current effective theories, Ginzburg-Landau theories and the 
theories of topological phase transitions. 
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